Choose the correct answer
1. The sentence that has been written correctly is :
a. I have got a lot of homework , so I think I should get started right now.
b. I have got of a lot homework , so I should get started right now.
c. I have got a lot of homework, so think I should I get started right now.
2. The sentence that has been written correctly is :
a. I`m studying hard, because lawyer I want a to be.
b. I`m studying hard, because I want to be a lawyer.
c. I`m studying hard, because to be I want a lawyer.
3. The sentence that has been written correctly is :
a. Modern computers can run a lot of programs at the same time.
b. Modern computers can ran a lot of programs at the same time.
c. Modern computers run can a lot of programs at the same time.
4. The benefits of e-mail exchanges is to ……………………..ideas.
( construct, contribute, share, talk to)
5. The phrase “ monitor what is happening “ mean”
a. Construct a website that doesn’t exist.
b. You don`t Know what is happening and you want to discover it.
c. You know what is happening and you are following the developments.
6. Fadi tried to connect …………people on the internet.
(on , in , with , out)
7. ……………….. are many reasons for studying English such as getting a job and
chatting with people……….
a. there/ ?
b. There/?
c. There/.

8. The word that means” to find information, especially on a computer” is:
a. Blog
b. Calculation
c. Access
9. The word “ which means” a set of instructions enabling a computer to
function “ is:
a. post
b. programme
c. program
10.Mobile phones used to be huge . early………… were as big as bricks!
( models , calculations, programs, laptop)
11.From 1990 to 2000 was a ………………………
( decide , decade, decade)
12.You can use…………. to ask other students to check your homework.
( calculation, social media, navy , lawyer)
13.It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will……………….. a computer
program.
( web-building, user, rely on)
14.People wonder what would happen if criminals managed to ……………… their
pass words and security settings.
( rely on , access , smartphone, blog)
15.Teachers can ………………. A website for the classroom.
( contribute to , create , social media)
16.Many classrooms now use a……………………. as a computer screen.
( blog, e-mail exchange , white board)

17.The phrase” talk to people “ mean”
a. offer your work to the website.
b. An informal discussion
c. Use resources to find information
18.Student often use computers at home if they have them.
The pronoun “ them” refers to:
a. Students .
b. Computers
c. Home
19.Some students like to send messages that are under 140 letters for anyone
to read. Teachers can ask students to summarise information about what
they have learnt in class in the same way.
Students like to send letters that have:
a. 140 letters
b. 150 letters
c. Over 140bletters.
d. Less than 140 letters
20.In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information
could be shared between computers. The first PC( personal computer) was
produced in 1974 CE, so people could buy computers to use at home.
The first “PC” was produced in …………….
a. 1997
b. 1974
c. 1947
d. 1977

21.Scientists in England developed the first computer program. it took 25
minutes to complete one calculation. In 1958 CE, the computer chip was
developed.
The word “calculation” means:
a. A regularly updated personal website.
b. Away of using numbers in order to find an amount.
c. A small piece inside a computer
22.Everyone knows that the internet connects people , but now it does more
than that –it connect objects, too.
The internet connects two things”
a. Objects
b. People
c. A+ b
23.Your windows will close if it is likely to rain, your watch will record your
heart rate and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you need
to stand up and get some exercise
The benefit of the sofa is”
a. To close the windows.
b. To help you keep fit.
c. To e-mail your doctor.
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